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ABSTRACT 
Let/" be a finite, loopless, undirected graph and G any subgroup of the automorphism 
group of F. The orbit complex FIG of F with respect o G is defined. Relationships 
between various graph theoretic properties of P and FIG are investigated. In particular 
internal stability numbers, external stability numbers, cyclomatic numbers, and 
chromatic numbers are considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let / "  ~- (V, E) be a finite, loopless, undirected graph with vertex set V 
and edge set E. Let G be any subgroup, proper or not, of  the automorphism 
group Aut(F)  o f / ' ,  where Aut(F)  is defined to be the set of  all permutat ionsf  
of  V u E such that f V = V, fE  = E, and f is incidence preserving. 
/-' may have multiple edges; if this possibility is to be excluded,/"  will be 
referred to as a simple graph. We define G-equivalence, ~ ,  in V and E 
as follows: v I ~.~ vz in V if and only if there exists a g ~ G such that 
gvl = v2; and el = (ul, v0 ~-~ e2 = (us, v2) in E if and only if there 
exists a g ~ G such that ge x = e~. Let V/G and E/G denote the set of  
G-equivalence classes of  V and E, respectively. By the orbit v* (respectively 
orbit e*) of a vertex v (respectively, an edge e) we mean the G-equivalence 
class to which v (respectively, e) belongs. We define a vertex orbit v* and 
an edge orbit e* to be incident with each other if and only if there exists 
a v E v* and an e ~ e* such that v and e are incident in the graph f'. 
By the orbit complex of F with respect o G, denoted by I /G,  we mean 
the graph with vertex set V/G, edge set E/G, and with the incidence relation 
just defined. Note that it should always be clear from the context whether 
we are thinking of  v* (respectively, e*) as a vertex (respectively, an edge) 
of I"/G or as a subset of  V (respectively, E). Thus, no confusion should 
arise by using the same notation for both of  these interpretations. I'/G is a 
graph (1-dimensional cell complex) which may have multiple edges or 
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loops (cf. Figure 1, Section 2). However, we shall assume, except where 
otherwise xplicitly noted, that FIG is loopless, i.e., no v e V is adjacent 
to any gv, g ~ G. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate relationships between 
various graph theoretic properties of F and those of FIG. In particular, 
we shall be concerned with internal stability numbers (independence 
numbers), external stability numbers (domination umbers), cyclomatic 
numbers, and chromatic numbers. For definitions ee Berge [2] and Ore [3]. 
Before proceeding to our study we need one more definition. Let 
7r :F - -~ FIG be the natural projection (graph homomorphism) given 
by ~rv = v* and ~re = e*. Our assumption that FIG is loopless implies 
that rr-lv * (v* e V/G) is an internally stable subset of V. Note that 
rrrr-lV * = V*, v* ~ V/G, 
and 
~rq~rv = { glv, g2v,..., &~lv} = v* C V, v c V, 
where G = {g~, g2 ..... glci}- 
2. PROPERTIES OF ORBIT COMPLEXES 
Some basic properties of FIG are deduced from the following three 
lemmas concerning the projection ~r. 
LEMMA 1. I f  v 1 and v 2 are adjacent vertices in F, then Ti'V 1 ~ V* 1 ~ Ti'V 2 
=--- V* and 7"gv I is adjacent o rrv2 in FIG. 
PROOE: The inequality follows from the assumption, made in the 
preceding section, that vertices adjacent in F are in different orbits with 
respect to G. The adjacency assertion follows from the definition of 
incidence in FIG. 
LEMMA 2. I f  Vl is not adjacent to any gv2, g ~ G, then rrv 1 = v*l is 
not adjacent to Try2 = v*2 in FIG. 
PROOV: Assume that rrv 1 = v* is adjacent o rrv~ = v* in FIG. Then, 
by definition of the incidence relation in I /G ,  there is a glvl ~ rr-lv*~ C V 
and a &v2 ~ 7r-~v * C V such that (glVl, g2v2) ~ E. But, then (v~ , g~lg2v2) = 
g; l (g~vl ,  &v2)~E,  which implies that vl is adjacent to gv2 for some 
g ~ G, namely, g = g?~&. 
LEMMA 3. try1 = V** is not adjacent to rrv~-= v* 2 i f  and only i f  
~-lv* w 7r-iv*2 is internally stable in V. 
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PROOF: I f  VI* and v~* are non-adjacent vertices in 1-'/G, then (v*, v*) r E/G, 
which, by definition of incidence in F/G, means that there is no edge of 
the form (gxvl, g2v2) in E. Thus, there is no edge joining any vertex in 
~r-iv* to any vertex in ~r-av *. As we have already noted, our assumption 
that 1-'/G is loopless implies that rr-av * and ~r-lv * are both internally stable. 
Thus, ~r-lVl * w ~r-lv~ * is internally stable. 
Conversely, if va* and v* are adjacent, then, by Lemma 2, ca E 7r-iv * 
is adjacent to gv~ ~ 7r-iv*2 for some g e G. Thus, 7r-~v * w ~r-~v~* is not 
internally stable. 
THEOREM 1. I f  F b connected, then FIG b connected. 
PROOF: Let u* and v* be two vertices of F/G. Since F is connected, there 
is a chain (u, ul), (ul ,  u2) ..... (un, v) in F joining u and v. The sequence 
(u*, u*), ~tu*l,u*~j,..., (u*~ , v*) of edges of F/G is a chain in FIG joining u* 
and v*. Thus, I'/G is connected. 
THEOREM 2. If S* & an internally stable subset of F/G, then ~r-~S * 
is an internally stable subset ofF. 
PROOF: By Lemma 3. 
COROLLARY 2.1. The internal stability numbers ~(F) and a(1-'/G) 
satisfy the inequality c~(l') ~ a(I'/G). 
PROOF: I f  S* is a maximum internally stable subset of I/G, then 
~(r )  ~ i ,~-ls * I >~ IS* I = ~(r/c). 
THEOREM 3. I f  S* is an externally stable subset of I/G, then rr-lS * 
is an externally stable subset of I'. 
PROOF: I f  there exists a vertex v r V -- rr-aS * not adjacent o any vertex 
w ~ rr-as *, then rw could not be adjacent o any rrw, by Lemma 2. 
THEOREM 4. f f  S is an externally stable subset of F, then rrS is an 
externally stable subset of 1-'/G. 
PROOF: Let v* ~ V/G and consider r-lv *. Since S is externally stable in F, 
we have for each v i~r - lv  * an &~S such that ( s i ,v i )~E.  Thus, 
(s'i, v*) E E/G. Since s* ~ rrS and v~* = v*, it follows that rrS is externally 
stable in FIG. 
COROLLARY 4.1. The external stability numbers fl(F) and [3(F/G) 
satisfy the inequality fl(F) ~ fl(]-'/G). 
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PROOF: If S is a minimum externally stable subset of 1", then 
N1") = l S I >~ I ,~S I >~ N1"/G). 
DEFINITION: A color partition of a graph /" is a partition of its vertex 
set into internally stable subsets, called colors. The minimum number 
of colors possible is the chromatic number 7(/') of the graph 1". 
THEOREM 5. The chromatic numbers 7(/') and V(/'/G) satisfy the 
inequality (F/G) ~ 7(1"). 
PROOF: Let {S~*, Sz*,..., S*w/c)} be a minimum color partition of 1-'/G. 
Then, {~r-aS~, 7r-*S * ..... ~r-lS*(rm)} isa color partition of 1", by Theorem 2. 
Thus, 7(1"/G) ) y(/-'). 
DEFINITION. A G-orbital coloration of a graph /" is a minimum color 
partition {$1, $2 ..... S~(r)} for which each color & is a union of orbits of V 
with respect o the group G. 
THEOREM 6. The graph 1" has a G-orbital coloration if and only if 
7(1") = 7(1"/G) . 
PROOF: If {$1, $2 ..... S~(r)} is a G-orbital coloration o f / ' ,  then 7rSi is 
internally stable for each i. Hence, {7rS1, rrS2 ..... ~rS,l(r)} is a color partition 
of ['/G. Therefore, y(1"/G) <~ y(F). Since each & is internally stable, 
so is each orbit (we need not assume the latter here). Hence, by Theorem 5, 
y(F) ~ 7(F/G). Therefore, 7(1-') ~ 7(F/G). 
S* Conversely, if 7(F) 7(F/G), let { , ,S*  ..... * = S~(r/G)} be a mini- 
mum color partition of FIG. Since each S,  is internally stable, so is 
~--1S~* and each 7r-lS/* is a union of orbits by definition of rr -1. Hence, 
{~r-lS *, 7r-~$2",..., rE-IS*win)} is a G-orbital coloration of F. 
For the next theorem we need the following lemma of Burnside. 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a permutation group on a set S = {sl , s2 ..... &} 
and define si equivalent to st if and only if there exists a g ~ G such that 
g& = sj . Then, the number of equivalence classes of S with respect o G is 
1 
{C] y r y~G 
where ~b(g) is the number of elements of S left f ixed by g. 
PROOF: Cf. [1, p. 150]. 
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THEOREM 7. The number of components flo(1"/G) of l"/G is 
1 
I G[ y~ ~~ flEG 
and the cyclomatic number fll(_P/G) of _l'/G is 
1 
I G I ~ [~bl(g) -- r q- r geG 
where el(g) is the number of edges o f f  left fixed by g, Co(g) is the number 
of vertices of 1"fixed by g, and Co(g) is the number of components of t?" 
left fixed by g. 
PROOF: The numbers c~l(1"/G ) and ao(1"/G) of edges and vertices of 1"/G 
are, respectively, given by 
and 
1 
cxl(1"/G) = [ E /G  I - -  I G I E ~bl(g) 
g~G 
1 
%(1"/G) = I V/G[ -- I G I ~ ~b~ 
by Lemma 4. Since G acts as a permutation group on the set of components 
of 1", the number of equivalence classes of components i also obtained 
by using Lemma 4, Thus, 
1 
Mr~G) = I G I y~ ~'~ geG 
Then, by the Euler-Poincar6 formula, 
fil(r/a) = ~l(r/a) -- so(r/a) + fio(r/G) 
1 
- I G I '~" [~'l(g) - -  4,o(g) + 4,~(g)]. g~G 
COROLLARY 7.1. The number of components flo(1") and flo(1"/G) satisfy 
the inequality flo(/") ~ flo(1"/G). 
REMARK. In the application of Theorem 7, 1"/G may have loops or 
multiple edges. Consider, for example, the graphs, 1", F/G, and P/G' 
depicted in Figure 1 below. However, recall that in the remainder of this 
paper we shall be concerned only with the case where 1"/G is loopless. 
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Let N be the graph depicted in Figure 1, with vertex set V = {/)~,/)~, u~ I i 
= 1, 2, 3; j = 1, 2, 3, 4} and edge set E = {(vl,/)2), (/)2,/)3), (/)3, Vl), 
t ! ! t t t ! (U1, /)8), ( / )3 ,  Vl),  ( / )1 ,  /)2), (/)'2 , /)8), ( / )3,  /)1), (U l ,  U2), (US ,  U4)}" 
Then, if G is the subgroup of Aut(N) of order 2 consisting of the identity 
and the automorphism which sends vi onto v~ (i = 1, 2, 3) and leaves 
uj ( j  = 1, 2, 3, 4) fixed, we obtain for I'/G the cell complex with vertex set 
ZIG = (v?, v*, v*, u~ l j = I, 2, 3, 4} 
and edge set 
= /),~ (/),/)2), %,,/),*)1, ( 2, , )2 ,  (u*, u*~ (~* u 9}  E/G ((v*, 2 - ,2 ,  v* v* 2 - ,  3, 
(cf. Figure 1). 
u 2 u 4 
U 1 U 3 
U 4 V / 
u 3 v 3 
F/G 
V' 3 .__ Vr " \  
V[ V 5 
F 
U2 
t 
F/6' 
FIOURE 1 
Now, let G' be the subgroup of Aut(N) of order 4 generated by the auto- 
morphisms g and f where g interchanges vl and v3, v 3 and v 1 , and leaves 
all other vertices fixed, andfinterchanges ul and u3, u, and u~, and leaves 
all other vertices fixed. Then, ff/G' is the cell complex with vertex set 
via' = (/)*, ~1'*,/).2 ,/)2'*, ut, u~*) 
and edge set 
= '* (/)*l,V* '* '* EIG' {v* , / ) t )  , ( / )~ ,  /)1 ) '  2 ) '  (/)1 ' (/)1 ~ '  /)1 'g ) '  /)2 ), %*, u*)} 
(cf. Figure 1). 
We now calculate the number of components rio(F/G) and the cyelomatic 
number il(l'/G) by a second method. This method was used previously 
for similar results concerning simplicia! complexes of dimension (cs [4]). 
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There FIG was also a simplicial complex. In the present paper/"  and I'/G 
may be cell complexes, loopless, but possibly with multiple edges. 
We first orient the edges of 1" and F/G and think of the elements ga 
(A = 1, . ,  I G l) of G as cellular homeomorphisms of F. We define ga 
as follows. Let Ca(P) denote the d-th integral chain group o f / ' .  If v is the 
elementary 0-chain with value 1 at the vertex v and 0 at all other vertices, 
then ~av is the elementary 0-chain with value 1 at the vertex g~v and 0 at 
all other vertices; if e = (u, v) is the elementary 1-chain with value 1 
at the edge e and 0 at all other edges, then ~ae is the elementary 1-chain 
with value 1 at the edge gae = (g~u, gay) and 0 at all other edges. Extending 
ga linearly to Ca(T), we have 
ga: Ca(r)-~ Ca(r) (d = 0,1) 
is a homomorphism which is easily shown to commute with the boundary 
operator 8, i.e., 
eg~(u, v) = ~(g~u. g~v) = g~v - ~u, 
g~(u .  v) = g~(v - u) = 2,v  - 2,u. 
and 
Therefore, ~a is a chain mapping and sends cycles into cycles, and thus 
induces homomorphisms ~,  of the homology groups Ha(I-' ) (d = 0,1) 
into themselves. 
We next define ~7 as follows. If  v is the elementary O-chain with value 1 
at the vertex v and 0 at all other vertices, then ~v is the elementary O-chain 
of I"/G with value 1 at the vertex Try = v* and 0 at all other vertices; 
if e = (u, v) is the elementary 1-chain with value 1 at the edge e and 0 at all 
other edges, then ~e is the elementary 1-chain of PIG with value 1 at the 
edge ~e : e* : (u*, v*) and 0 at all other edges. Extending ~ linearly 
to Ca(I), we have 
~ : ca ( r )  -~  Ca( r /G)  (d = 0, I )  
is a homomorphisms which is easily seen to commute with a, i.e., 
~(u,  v) : ~(u*, v*) = v* - u*,  
~(u ,  v) = ~(v  - u) = v* - u*, 
and 
~v=~v*  = 0 : ~0 = ~v.  
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Therefore, ~ is a chain mapping and sends cycles into cycles, and thus 
induces homomorphisms ~-, of the homology groups Ha(F) into the 
homology groups Ha(F/G) (d = 0,1). 
The function 50 is defined as follows. I f  v* is an elementary 0-chain of 
FIG and v is any element of the orbit v*, then 
IGI 
3--1 
if e* is an elementary 1-chain of FIG and e is any element of the orbit e*, 
then 
IGI 
qoe* -- ~ ~,,e e CI(F). 
a=l  
Note that ~v* and 50e* each contain ] G I terms some of which may be 
repeated. Extending T linearly to Ca(F/G), we have 
50: Ca(F/G) ---,. Ca(F) (d = 0,1) 
is a homomorphism which commutes with a, i.e., 
lal tal 
3--I 3=1 
IGI Ivl !al 
a=l  a=l  3=1 
and 
lap 
050v* -- 0 ~, ~,av = 0 = 500 = 50~v*. 
a=l 
Therefore, 50 is a chain mapping and sends cycles into cycles, and thus 
induces homomorphisms 50, of Ha(F/G) into Ha(F) (d = 0,1). Further- 
more, we have the following lemma. 
LEM~aA 5. (a) I fheHa(F ) (d= 0,1), then 
lal 
50,#,h = ~ ga,h, 
3=1 
and (b) i f  h* e Ha(F/G) (d = 0,1), then ~r,q~,h* = ]GIh* 
PROOF: Let 
%(r) 
C = E n ie ieheHl (F ) "  
i=1 
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Then: 
and 
Thus, 
This proves (a) for d = 1. 
Let 
C* = 
Then, 
and 
Thus, 
.~(r) 
~C = E niei* 
i~ l  
~a(r) Iql 
cpCrc= ~ ni ~ ~ae i 
i=l  h~l 
1171 ~x(r) 
,,1=1 i=l 
]61 
-= ~_. ga c. 
A=I 
IGI 
cp.~,h = ~ ga.h. 
A--1 
~,t~o) ni#* e h* e III(F/G). 
% (~a) I ol 
q)c* = ni ~ ~,ae i 
eric* = nil G le i* 
al(~G) 
= I G! hie i* 
= [ G/c*.  
"~-,~,h* = I G Ih*. 
This proves (b) for d == 1. 
The proof  of (a) and (b) for d ~ 0 is similar. This proves Lemma 5. 
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Let {yal,..., y~a d(r)} be a basis for Ha(F), the d-dimensional integral 
homology group o f / "  (d = 0,1). We then have 
Id= 0, 1 
B~(v) 1,~ ~- 1, 2,..., I G I &,r~ ~= X i , 
~=i aaaJYx j i = 1, 2,..., fla(F) 
[ a~ ~ Z 
where ga, denotes the homomorphism of the homology groups induced 
byga e G. 
Let Aaa denote the fla(F) • fix(F) matrix [axa,] (A = 1, 2 ..... t G I) and 
define the fix(F) • fia(F) matrix Xx as follows: 
lal .lal _ 
Xx = 2 Axa= [2a~a,' ] = [x~,] (d= 0,1). 
a=l  =a=l= 
THEOREM 8. The Betti number fla(F/G) of F/G is equal to the rank 
o f  Xe (d -~ 0,I). 
PROOF: Let Pa = rank of Xa and assume, without loss of generality, 
that the first Pa rows of Xd are linearly independent. 
(a) There exist Pa elements of  Hd(F/G) (d = 0,1) which are linearly 
independent. 
Consider the set {#,yx ~..... #,y~}. Since ~, is a homomorphism, the 
elements of this set are in Hal(F/G). Let 
Od 
(*) ~, t i#,ya i = O, t e Z. 
i=1 
Then, since ~v. is a homomorphism we have 
Pd 
Z tiq~*~*~"d t ~ O. 
i=1 
This yields, using Lemma 5a and Xa = [xd,], 
oa J al p,~ I al &(r) o4 ~a(r) 
o Y t ,X  - ' = a.~,r. = X t, Z <, r . '  
t=1 i=1 i=1 i= l  ,=1 i=1 j= l  
Since {7al,..., 7~a `(r)} is linearly independent, this yields, 
Od 
tixiaj = 0 ( j  ~ 1, 2 ..... fia(F)). 
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But, the first Pa rows of Xa = [x~] are linearly independent. Hence 
t~ = 0 (i = 1 ..... Pa) and (cf. (*)) {~'.ya ~..... #.y~,} is linearly independent. 
(b) Any pa + 1 arbitrary elements 8 a .... , of  Ha(F/G) (at = 0,I) 
are linearly dependent, 
Let 
IGI 
a 2 = ~,  a~ = F~ ~,  8f i  
a=l 
where #,Be ~ = 3 *~. Since ~,  is a homomorphism, Ad is an element of 
Ha(F); thus 
~(r )  
Aai = Y, y /ya j (i = 1, 2,..., Pa + 1). 
j=l 
Ioi ~a(r)  ~a(r)  I GI 
~ i E&,A+ = E Y~ EY 'a' "1' j dakYd 
~=1 ~=1 k=:t ,X=X 
~a(r) ~a(r) 
(**) = E E .* j "'41eYa 
j=l k=l 
lid(r) 
dk l~ 
k=l 
where [z~] = [Yff][x~k] (matrix multiplication). This implies that the 
rank of [z~l does not exceed Oa, the rank of [x~]. Furthermore, since 
IGI IGI 
L ,  zJd = L .  E g, .  aa, = Z L ,  a~, = ~,,. 
a=l  t=t 
we have, using (**), 
o,~(r) 
tG lAa i - - _  ~ zi yk  dk d"  
k=l 
But, since the first pa + 1 rows of ~ [Zak ] are linearly dependent, there exist 
integers fi , . . ,  t~+~ not all such that 
oa+l 
Z t,~,~ = o (I, = 1, 2,..., ~,,(r)). 
i=1 
Then, 
~a(r) BaO ~) Ba~) 
ga ,  Zla' E i -  J 9 Y~ga.Ya ~ Y~* Y, ~ _= =_  aaa~y a . 
j=l ff~l k=l 
This in turn yields 
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Thus, 
We now apply ~-, to 
to obtain: 
a+7 a+l 8d(F) 
:GI E t, A~' E E '/ ~ -~ t iz aey a 
i=l i=l k=l 
= Z t~ rd k 
k=l  ~ 1 
=0.  
od+l 
IGI ~ t iAa i=O 
/=1 
9 a+l  
0 = IG[ ~ t:7?,A a' 
'/=1 
oa+l  
- - IG I  ~ tfi',~v, a 
'/=1 
oa+l 
--=IG[ 2 t~f GI~*'/ 
i=1 
(by Lemma 5b) 
Dd+l 
= I a I s Z t ' /~,:.  
'/=1 
Since t G 12 3& 0, this yields 
od+l 
t~ 8 *i = 0 (not all t~ = 0). 
i=1 
Therefore, f~k:l ~:~od+l"l , a ..... "a ~ is linearly dependent. 
Combining (a) and (b) shows that the number of linearly independent 
elements of Ha(I/G) is exactly Pa, the rank ofXa ~ [xiajJ. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 8. 
COROLLARY 8.1. The Betti numbers fla(l") and fla(F/G) Isatisfy the 
inequality fla(l") ~ fla(l"/G) (d ~ 0,1). 
PROOF: fla(F/G) = rank of Xa and Xo. is a fla(F) • fla( F) matrix. 
REMARK. For topological properties uch as the cyclomatic number, 
the combinatorial definition of the orbit complex I'/G could be altered 
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so as to agree with the topological orbit space by means of barycentric 
G-invariant subdivisions of F, which are always possible, before the 
identification is made. Then, the restrictive hypothesis that no adjacent 
vertices belong to the same orbit is superfluous ince it is automatically 
achieved before identification of points o f / "  into points of F/G. 
3. EXTREMUM PROBLEMS 
In view of the results of Section 2 we can define non-negative integers 
d~, Ario , Aft, Aft1 , and Ay as follows: 
and 
A~ = ~(r ) -  ~(r/6),  
A[3o = Mr )  - Mr~c) ,  
A~ = [~(r) - [3(r/G), 
Ari l  = ~( r )  - r i l ( r /G) ,  
d~, = ~, ( r /6 )  - ~,(r) ,  
where ~, rio, /3, /31, and 7 denote, respectively, the internal stability, 
component, external stability, cyclomatic, and chromatic number of a 
graph. 
THEOREM 9. There ex&t graphs I ~ and groups G C Aut(P) for which 
the numbers ,d~, Aflo , Aft, 3fll , and 3 7 are, respectively, any desired 
non-negative integers. 
PROOF: This will be evident from the families of examples adduced in 
connection with subsequent theorems. 
DEFINITION. Let ~(n) denote the least integer for which there exists 
a graph P and a group G C Aut(/'), satisfying our hypothesis concerning 
loops in F/G, such that / "  has ~(n) vertices and Ao~ ~-- n. Similarly, define 
rio(n), ri(n), ril(n), and 7(n). 
THEOREM 10. ~(n) = n + 1. I f  the graphs 1-" under consideration are 
required to be connected, then ~(n) = n + 2. 
PROOF: The graph /" of Figure 2, consisting of n-k-2 vertices 
{v0, vl .... , vn+l) and edges {(Vo, vl), (v0, v2),..., (Vo, vn+0} clearly has 
~(_P) ---- n + 1. Under the group of all automorphisms o f / ' ,  we find that 
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_P/Aut(/') consists of a single edge (v*, v0*). Thus, a(/']Aut(_P)) = 1. This 
yields Aa = n and we have, for connected graphs. 
~(n) ~< n + 2. 
Vn+ l 9 9 V 2 V 
vo 
F 
FIGURE 2 
v ~ 
~'/Aut (F) 
However, for any graph/"  and group G, we have c~(F/G) /> 1. Hence, 
As ~ n implies that ~(/') = o~(.l-'/G) + n ~ n § 1 and hence that 
%(/") ~ n § I. But, consider a set of n § 1 vertices which is internally 
stable. None of these vertices can be joined to any other of them by an 
edge o f / ' .  But / "  is connected, by hypothesis. Hence there must exist at 
least one more vertex o f / ' .  Therefore, for connected graphs 
n + 2 ~ a(n), 
which completes the proof of Theorem 10 concerning connected graphs. 
If  disconnected graphs are considered, then using the null (n + 1)-point 
graph for/- '  and G the group of all automorphisms of / ' ,  clearly yields 
~(n) = n + 1. 
THEOREM l 1. flo(n) = n -~- 1. 
PROOF: Let _P be the null (n + 1)-point graph and G the group of all 
automorphisms of _F'. 
THEOREM 12. fl(n) -~ n + I. I f  the graphs 1-' under consideration are 
required to be connected, then fl(n) ~ 2n + 3. 
PROOF: The connected graph F of Figure 3 consisting of 2n + 3 vertices 
{a0, ax ... . .  an+l, va, v2 ..... vn+~} with edges {(a0, v~), (vi, ai) ] i = 1 ..... n + 1} 
has /3(/-') = n + 1, since {vl, v2 ..... Vn+l} is an externally stable set and 
clearly no smaller set is externally stable. Under the group of all auto- 
morphisms of _P, we find that F/Aut(/ ')  is a simple arc of length 2 (cf. Fi- 
gure 3) and #(F/Aut(P)) = 1. Thus, A/3 = n and, for connected graphs, 
fl(n) <~ 2n -k 3. 
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If disconnected graphs are considered, using the null (n + 1)-point 
graph fo r / "  and G the group of all automorphisms o f / ' ,  clearly yields 
/3(n) = n + 1. 
REMARK. The inequality of Theorem 12 for connected graphs is not the 
best possible since, at least for n = 1, we have/3(1) ~ 4. To see this let /"  
be the graph of Figure 4 and G the group of order 2 consisting of the 
identity and the automorphism which interchanges the vertices a and c 
and leaves the vertices b and d fixed. Then, /3(/") -~ 2, /3(/"/G) = 1, 
and Aft = 1. That no graph having less than 4 vertices and satisfying our 
assumption concerning loops in/" /G will yield Aft = 1 is easily seen by 
examining all such graphs. 
b ,c  
i" F/G 
FIGURE 4 
o d* 
REMARK. For our discussion concerning internal and external stability 
numbers and the number of components fl0, the fact that / "  could be a 
graph with multiple edges clearly plays no role. When considering the 
cyclomafic number /91 the determination of fl~(n) is immediate when 
multiple edge/"s are included (see Theorem 13 below). However, when we 
require that F be a simple graph (i.e., no multiple edges), the determination 
of ill(n) is unresolved. 
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THEOREM. 13 ill(n) = 2. I f  the graphs 1" under consideration are 
required to be simple, then 
/31(n)~<mint2~k- f -Rk+3 , / e , , ~  i fn=k(21- -1 ) ,  
~-q-  2K q- 2, /f n = 2s:(l -- 1), 
where k, ~c, and I are positive integers. 
PROOF: Since 1" is by hypothesis loopless, fix(1") -- fll(1"/G) = n >/ 1 
implies 1" has at least 2 vertices. Consider now, the graph 1" with vertex set 
V={v l ,  v2} and edge set E= {(v l ,v2) i l i= 1 ..... nq- 1}. Then, 
fl~(1") ----- n. Let G C Aut(1") be the group which permutes all the edges of 
1" and leaves the vertices fixed. Then, ar/G is the graph consisting of the 
single edge (v*, v*) and fl~(1"/G) = 0. Therefore, ill(n) = 2 (n ~ 1). 
Consider the simple graph 1" defined as follows. Let 
! t 
V = {Vo,  v 1 . . . . .  v/e , v I . . . . .  v/c , u I . . . . .  u l}  
and 
E= {v , ,u j ) , (v ' s ,us ) l i=  0,1 ..... k ; s= 1 ..... k ;k  ~ l ; j  - 1 .... ,l}. 
Then, 1" can be thought of as the union of l graphs 1"5 as depicted in 
Figure 5. 
uj 
t i 
v k Vk_ I V I V 0 v I' Vkq v k 
F IGURE 5 
For F we have fl~(F) ~ 2kl and %(F) = 2k + 1 + l. Under the group 
of all automorphisms of F, we find that F/Aut(F)  is the graph of Figure 6. 
Thus, f l l (F/Aut(F)) ---- k and Afl~ = k(21 -- 1). This yields fl~(k(2l -- 1)) 
2k + 1 + l. If we let n ~- k(21--  1), then 
l -= n+k and l+2k+l= " +2k+ 3 
Therefore, 
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/31(n) ~< ~-  + 2a: + i ,  if n ~-  k(21 --  l). 
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If we now consider the group G C Aut(/~) which consists of the auto- 
morphisms which permute the uj's and leave vi and v'~ (i = 0, 1 ..... k; 
j = 1 ..... k) fixed, then 1-'/G is the graph of Figure 7. Here we have 
I l l ( F /G)  = 2k andAfil = 2k( l -  I). This yields f l l (2k ( l -  1)) .~ 2k + I + I. 
If we let n = 2k(l  - -  1), then 
n+ 2k 
l = - -  and 
2k 
n 
1+2k+ 1 =-~-  + 2k + 2. 
Therefore, 
n 
/3t(n) ~ ~-~ -1- 2k + 2, if n = 2k( l - -  1). 
~ ' V ~'~" V '~ Vk~ V~-I Vl Vo Vl ~ k-I k 
F/G 
FIGURE 7 
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Since n can, in some cases, be expressed in both forms k(2 l -  1) and 
2K(I -- 1), we express our result as follows. For  a given value of  n, 
3 
f l~(n)~min  n _~2k+~,  if n =k(2 l - -  1), 
~'~ ~-~-K -[- 2x + 2, if n = 2K(I - -  1). 
COROLLARY 13.1. For simple graphs and a given n the best bound fi~r 
ill(n) obtainable by Theorem 13 is the following: 
I f  n is odd, then 
fit(n) ~< min ~ -}- 2ki + i = 1, 2 
where 
k l~max 1,~-  1 q is an odd factor o f  n and ~ < , 
and 
k2 = min n t2 is an odd factor o f  n (t2 : 1 included) and ~-  < . 
I f  n is even, then 
ill(n) <~ min ~-?2k i+-  - -  
where 
3 n 
2 ' 2to i +2 ,+2Ii_-1,21 
ki (i ~- 1, 2) is as in the odd case with k l  used here only i f  kl  ~ 1, 
- -  r 1 is an even factor o f  n and ~ <~ , K 1 = max 1, 7"1 7"1 
and 
minl  : "c 2 is an even factor o fn  and ~ n . 
T2 
PROOF: For  a given n consider the following two functions of  one 
positive real variable, k in the first case and K in the second case: 
n 3 
f (n ,  k) = - f~  -k 2k "k 
and 
g(n, ~c) = n -~-x + 2K -q- 2. 
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By elementary calculus, we find that these functions have an absolute 
minimum at k = ~c = X/n/2. Furthermore, the functions are strictly 
decreasing for values of the variable less than ~/n/2 and strictly increasing 
for values of the variable greater than a/n/2. Thus, to obtain the best 
bound for/3~(n) using Theorem 13 we seek those integral values of k and 
which in addition to satisfying 
n n 
k = - -  and K -- 
2 l -  1 2 ( l -  1)'  
respectively, must also be closest o ~/n/2. Clearly, there are at least one 
and no more than four such integers kx ,k2,  Xl, K2. The corollary 
explicitly describes which ones they are. 
COROLLARY 13.2. For simple graphs, i f  n = 2 2~ (t ~ 1, 2,...), then 
/3~(n) < 2Vn + 2. 
PROOF: Applying Corollary 13.1 with n -~ 2 ~ we have kl ----- 1, hence 
kl is not used, k~ = n, and K 1 ---- K2 = 2 ~-1 ~ X/n/2. Thus, 
ill(n) ~ min{2n + 2, 2 X/n -k 2} = 2 X/n + 2. 
COROLLARY 13.3. For simple graphs, 
/3x(n) ~< t1,7 -2 T -~,  i f  n is odd -}- 4, i f  n is even. 
PROOF: Let k = K -~ 1 in Theorem 13. 
THEOREM 14. 
2n + 4, i f  n is odd 
y(n)~ 2n+6,  i f  n is even. 
PROOF: I f  n is odd, consider the bichromatic graph/"  defined as follows. 
! t r Let C be an even cycle on 2(n § 2) vertices {vl, v2 .... , vn+~, vl,  v2 ,..., vn+2} 
labeled in the stated cyclic order. Color these vertices alternatingly in 
two colors. Then, F consists of the even cycle C together with the edges 
joining all possible pairs of vertices of C having different subscripts and 
different colors (cf. Figure 8). Let G be the subgroup of Aut(P) of order 2 
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consisting of the identity and the automorphism which maps v~ onto 
v'~ (i = 1, 2 ..... n + 2). Then, FIG is the complete (n + 2)-point graph 
and ~,(F/G) = n + 2. Since %(F) = 2n + 4, we have, 
~,(n) ~ 2n -? 4, if n is odd. 
If  n is even, consider the graph F '  analogous to the graph F defined 
above, but with 2(n + 3) vertices making up the basic even cycle C' 
and where the edges (va, v~) and (c~, v3) are not included. Define G' 
analogously to G. Then, F'/G' is the complete (n + 3)-point graph with 
one edge deleted. Thus, ),(P'/G') = n -? 2, and, since %(/") = 2n -? 6, 
we have 
),(n) ~ 2n + 6, if n is even. 
THEOREM 15. I f  n >~ 1, then ~(n) ~ n -k 3. 
PROOF: Let /" be a graph and G C Aut(U) such that A~ = n. Since 
%(/') > 1, we have y(F) ~>2 and ~(I"/G) ~n+2.  Thus, G~{id} 
and %(P/G) < %(F). Therefore, %(P) ~> n + 3. 
4. A GENERALIZATION 
A homomorphism f : / " - -~  F* of one graph onto another is called 
independent, if f - i v  * is an internally stable set for each v* ~ V*. We should 
here understand "onto" to refer to the edge set E* as well as the vertex 
set V*. Examination of the arguments of Section 2 shows that the only 
property of the projection ~r which enters into the proof of Lemmas 1-3 
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and Theorems 1-5 inclusive is the property that 7r is an independent 
homomorphism.  Hence these results are valid in this more general setting 
where no group G of automorphisms intervenes. 
5. OPEN PROBLEMS 
1. Determine, for each positive integer n the following numbers: 
B.  = ~ {ri(r) - r i(r/G)}, 
&l  = ~ax  (r i l ( r)  - r i~(r/a)}, 
and 
c .  = ~ax  6 , ( r /G)  --  ~/(r)}, 
where F ranges over a specified class of graphs having n vertices and G 
ranges over all subgroups of Ant(/ ' )  which satisfy the condition that FIG 
is loopless. 
Note. I fn  ~2,  then 
A. ---- max {~(F) - -  ~(_F'/G)} = )n 
2, if F is connected, 
r.~ -- 1, if F is not necessarily connected, 
(cf. Theorem 10) and, if n ~ 1, 
10n if F is connected, 
Bn ~ = ma_x {/3o(/") - -  rio(FIG}} = ' r.~ --  1, if F i s  not necessarily connected 
(cf. Theorems 1 and 11). 
2. Find a meaningful relation between the two methods of computing 
the cyclomatic number  of I~/G as given in Theorems 7 and 8. 
3. Consider the extremum problems of Section 3 for a restricted class 
of automorphism groups, e.g., G ~- Ant(P).  
4. Investigate other graph-theoretic properties. 
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